Proto-Afrasian Lexicon Confirming West Asian Homeland: Pastoralism

The article presents one more step towards the equation of the culture of speakers of Proto-Afrasian, reconstructed on the basis of paleolinguistic data, with the early Neolithic Post-Natufian culture of the Levant. According to the glottochronological method of S. A. Starostin, Proto-Afrasian is dated back to approximately 10 000 BC — the same period as Post-Natufian (supposed to be the cradle of agriculture and livestock breeding on the planet), as far as radiocarbon dating tells us. The article offers evidence for the presence of a layer of pastoral lexicon in Proto-Afrasian, in the form of 26 reconstructed names for large and small cattle and various other pastoral terms. The lexical data are preceded with a brief summary of the current state of affairs in Afrasian historical linguistics, as well as a description of the author’s methodology of linguistic analysis and his approach to combining linguistic and archaeological data in order to solve the “homeland” issue for proto-languages.

Introduction

The objective of the present paper is to present further evidence, this time referring to pastoralism presumably practised by the Proto-Afrasian (Afroasiatic, Semito-Hamitic) speaking community, for the identification of this community with the early Levantine villagers associated with the early Neolithic Post-Natufian culture. These villagers left some of the earliest known archaeological evidence for the cultivation of domesticated crops (cereals and pulse) and the raising of domestic livestock (cf., for example, [BAR-YOSEF]; [HASS.]; [PELT.]). It is for archaeologists to evaluate the correspondences between the archaeological evidence from the Levant, as well as adjacent regions, and the reconstructed terminology referring to incipient agro-pastoralism in the Proto-Afrasian language, dated by the new version of the linguistic method of glottochronology to approximately the same period (12 000 – 10 500 BP) and presumably the same area.

This is part of a broader project aimed at drawing a most comprehensive picture featuring practically all aspects of life of Early Neolithic people in the Near East which can be drawn from the reconstructed Proto-Afrasian lexicon, namely, terms referring to people and society; economic life and technology; intellectual culture; and natural and physical environments.

While the archaeology of the Levant is one of the most advanced fields in the domain of world prehistory, Afrasian comparative linguistics has long been lagging behind such fields as Altaic or North Caucasian, to say nothing of Indo-European comparative studies. As to comparative Afrasian lexicology and etymology, their history and present state of knowledge can be described in short as follows. Sound correspondences and etymologies proposed in the pioneer work by M. Cohen ([Coh.]) postulating the Semito-Hamitic family are, as a whole, outdated. A lot of Common Afrasian lexemes were collected by J. Greenberg in The Languages of Africa ([Gr.]) and other works, but his method of “mass comparison”, opposed to the established comparative-historical method and aiming exclusively at genealogical classification, does not care for establishing sound correspondences or reconstructing protoforms. A number of reliable phonetic and lexical Afrasian correspondences were proposed in [I-S] and other studies by V. Illich-Svitych, who included Semito-Hamitic resp. Afrasian into his Nostratic macrofamily (the present author considers Afrasian and Nostratic two “sister” entities on the same taxonomic level) and, especially, by A. Dolgopolsky ([Dolg. Cush.]), who adduced Afrasian parallels to his Cushito-Omotic protoforms and paved the way to the elaboration of Proto-Afrasian phonological system.

The first study, however, to reconstruct the latter and establish regular sound correspondences between the primary branches and languages of Afrasian (its main bulk is still valid even today), was carried out by a team of scholars headed by I. Diakonoff, of which the present author was a member; it also adduced a few hundred Proto-Afrasian lexemes ([HICVA]). Although an important step for comparative Afrasian back in its day, now that over 20 years have passed, its many drawbacks are obvious to everyone including its authors; some are due to many publication sources that were inaccessible in Russia back then, others — to a lack of experience in dealing with such vast and heterogeneous material, still others — to rather loose semantic criteria. Two comparative Afrasian dictionaries both published in 1995 ([HSED] and [EHR. PA]) enriched the field with more lexical data, yet again, each of the
two had its own flaws. [HSED], while replete with new and stimulating etymologies, was compiled rather hastily and carelessly; C. Ehret’s method, on the other hand, involved postulating improbably sophisticated proto-phonemes in combination with far-fetched semantic comparisons, such as his attempts to relate words with meanings like ‘armpit’ and ‘to thatch’ (‘the armpit is a covered area of the body’), or ‘forest’ and ‘thirst’ (with the reconstructed meaning ‘waterless place, desolation’), &c.

Important contributions to the study of Afrasian lexicon have also been made by two hard-working comparative linguists, V. Blažek (in many papers) and G. Takács ([EDE I, II and III] and various other papers). Invaluable and enormous Afrasian lexical data are presented by one of the world’s leading macrocomparatists, A. Dolgopolsky, in his massive Nostratic Dictionary (still unpublished on paper but now available online at http://www.dspace.cam.ac.uk/handle/1810/196512 courtesy of the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research at Cambridge); many Afrasian reconstructions offered there are, however, in our opinion, debatable, due to Dolgopolsky’s adherence to the idea of Afrasian being an integral part of Nostratic, which accounts for numerous cases of “forced” cognations. Anyway, the most comprehensive collection of Afrasian etymological data (containing some 3500 entries in the main database and some 15000 in subdatabases containing lexica of all the branches and lesser groups within Afrasian), some of it representing properly verified etymologies and some serving as “raw material” open to further research, can be found today in the general Afrasian database ([AADB]), accessible electronically at http://starling.rinet.ru. The database has been compiled by the present author and O. Strobova within the framework of the “Evolution of Human Languages” project of the Santa Fe Institute.

As to how this relates to all the work in progress elsewhere, it is worth mentioning that practically all the researchers who tried to deal with the problem of original habitat, or “homeland”, of the speakers of Proto-Afrasian, put forth arguments in favor of an African homeland. These arguments, relying on general considerations like “economy of movement”, as well as scarce, chaotic and carelessly compiled lexical examples, look very weak (see, for example, [EHR. EEA] and studies by R. Blench, such as [ALAP] and others); an exception can be made for I. Diakonoff’s study ([DIAK. ESA]) which is methodologically impeccable, but was outdated already at the moment of publication, as far as lexical materials that underlie its conclusions are concerned. By that time, a lot of new data contradicting these conclusions had already been accumulated — partly due to ongoing work on comparative Afrasian lexicon, initiated and headed by Diakonoff himself. Later, he recognized the validity of our arguments in favor of a West Asian homeland ([DIAK. Sum.]).

Since the present paper is designed for a new periodical edition, devoted to issues of historical and comparative linguistics, the author thinks it appropriate to precede the data with some theoretical and methodological considerations. Namely, three different methods are used for different aspects of the author’s research on Afrasian lexicon, including the one fragment that is represented by the present paper, and on the investigation of the homeland of Proto-Afrasian speakers:

1. The main method is, as in any other standard comparative study dealing with lexical reconstruction of a protolanguage, the classic comparative-historical method elaborated for Indo-European languages by the Neogrammarian School in the late 19th century. Within this method, several principles are strictly observed, some of them slightly innovative, some being universally accepted as something that goes without saying — yet far from always followed either in etymological dictionaries for individual Afrasian languages or in studies on Common Afrasian. These principles are as follows:

1.1. Selection of lexical terms to be labelled Proto-Afrasian. According to the author’s genetic classification of Afrasian (first branching dated to the mid-10th mill.), this macrofamily consists of the following presumed branches and universally recognized families:

1. North Afrasian (NAA) (first branching dated to the mid 9th mill. BC):
   1.1. Semitic.
   1.2. African North Afrasian (ANAA):
      1.2.1. Egyptian.
      1.2.2. Chado-Berber:
         1.2.2.1. Berber-Canarian.
         1.2.2.2. Chadic.
   2. South Afrasian (SAA):
      2.1. Cushitic.
      2.2. Omotic.
In accordance with this classification, PAA terms are those attested at least in one family belonging to the NAA branch and one family belonging to the SAA branch; PNAA terms are those attested in Semitic and at least one family belonging to the ANAA subbranch, provided the compared terms are not suspected to have been borrowed (see below for criteria for borrowings). Terms attested only in ANAA or only in SAA (both branching in late 8th mill.) are not included, as they are irrelevant for the present study.

(1.2) Ruling out borrowings.

To avoid reconstruction of “false” PAA or PNAA forms, the terms selected for inclusion should not be suspected of having been borrowed, with all controversial and debatable cases marked as such. First of all, this principle makes the inclusion of Semitic cognates highly desirable; a lack of Semitic parallels will make any form claimed to represent PAA less reliable, since cognate forms that are only attested in African Afrasian languages, even in both ANAA and SAA, may have been borrowed from a non-Afrasian African substratum. Apart from that, there can be several other situations with their specific problems requiring individual treatment. Most difficult ones involve identifying Arabisms in most spoken African Afrasian languages; Ethiopian and SAA interborrowings; Cushitic- Omotic, Berber-Chadic, and Egyptian-Semitic interborrowings. In order to distinguish between inherited and borrowed lexemes, the following criteria are proposed (cf. [SED I and II: Introduction, 1.1]):

(1.2.1) A term may be reasonably claimed a loanword or suspected of having been borrowed only if areal contacts between the languages in question are attested historically and linguistically (e.g. between Arabic and Berber) or, in absence of historical evidence, only linguistically (e.g. between Central Cushitic and Common Ethiopian) or are at least likely to have taken place for geographic proximity (as between Egyptian and Chadic).

(1.2.2.1) Conversely, if in languages whose ethno-linguistic contacts are unknown, there occur instances of matches unlikely to be either cognates or look-alikes, this can be only accounted for by borrowing to serve as a basis for presuming and further investigating such contacts.

(1.2.2.2) Instances of borrowing are often, though far from always, characterized by irregular correspondences between consonantal phonemes of the recipient and source languages.

(1.2.2.3) An identical morphological pattern in two languages that is typical of one of them, but uncommon of the other, suggests borrowing.

(1.2.3a) Conversely, difference in morphological patterns between the two terms speaks against borrowing, save for a clear secondary change in a recipient language (e.g. pluralization).

(1.2.4) A potential indication of borrowing is attestation of the term in question in the presumed source and recipient languages only (i.e., the word is missing in other languages of the genetic unit to which the recipient language belongs).

(1.2.4a) On the contrary, if a term is attested in other branches of the family, it is expected to have been inherited by all the daughter languages from the family proto-language. Qualifying this term as a loan-word in the presumed recipient language implies a theoretically possible but somewhat less feasible “double” process — loss and later reappearance as a borrowing.

(1.2.4b) Attestation in other languages within the compact genetic unit to which the presumably recipient language belongs speaks against borrowing under the following conditions:

— the languages of this compact genetic unit are presumed to have diverged prior to the period(s) of contacts between the suspected recipient language and the source language;
— the languages in question have never undergone influence from the would-be source language;
— the languages in question did not undergo influence from the suspected recipient language during and/or after the period(s) of the latter’s contact with the source language.

(1.2.5) If the term in question belongs to certain semantic groups that are more open to borrowings, this may be an argument in favour of such a borrowing (one must, however, warn against an uncritical application of this criterion, which, in previous works, has sometimes led to an unwarranted assumption of borrowing of a great part of the cultural lexicon in such languages as Arabic).

(1.2.6) Unmotivated difference in vocalism between the two terms is an argument against borrowing. Thus, Tigre nāb ‘tooth’ can hardly be a borrowing from Arabic, where the attested form is nāb-. Not only does the Arabic vocalism leave Tigre -i- unexplained, but the latter form perfectly corresponds to Hebrew and Aramaic forms that also have -i-.

(1.2.7) Semantic difference: if a secondary semantic development cannot be proved in a recipient language, difference in meaning between the two terms is a strong argument against borrowing.
(1.3) Reconstruction of the meaning of the protoform.

Provided that regularity of phonetic correspondences is observed for a reconstructed protoform, identifying its most feasible meaning (we omit the easier cases when the meanings of all cognates in the daughter languages, on which the reconstructed protoform relies, are uniform) is of crucial importance for convincing extralinguistic interpretations. Although it goes without saying that a certain meaning is ascribed to each protoform based on close comparison of the complete scope of meanings in individual languages, such an operation can hardly be called proper semantic reconstruction, since, unlike the relatively strict, if not infallible, procedure of phonetic reconstruction, it relies not on a solid method, still conspicuously absent in historical semantics, but rather on the etymologist’s intuition and common sense. Anyway, while a dubious choice of a meaning for a protoform may be acceptable in a regular comparative study, it is certainly unpardonable in a study that claims to draw extralinguistic information from linguistic comparison. Thus, an ungrounded, forced assignment of a “cultural” notion to a protoform makes a bias towards picturing a more advanced prehistoric society than it may have been in reality. Recognizing that more “cultural” notions usually go back to more “primitive” notions (at least on a pre-proto-language level), we accept the following guideline in our semantic reconstruction:

— faced with the choice between a “primitive” and a “cultural” meaning, e.g. between that of a wild or domesticated animal or plant species, for a given protoform, the “cultural” meaning, i.e. that of a domesticated species, is proposed only if this meaning is present in the cognate forms of all or nearly all daughter languages. This principle is based on the assumption that independent shift from a “primitive” meaning (wild species) to a “cultural” meaning (domesticated species) in each Afrasian branch and individual language, while theoretically possible, is a far less probable process than the same shift as early as in Proto-Afrasian, from which the “cultural” term was duly inherited by all the daughter languages. The ambivalent cases, i.e. those when a term in question conveys a more “cultural” notion (refers to a domesticated species) in some of the daughter languages, and a more “primitive” notion (refers to wild species) in the others, cannot be used as arguments for ascribing a “cultural” meaning to the protoform.

(2) Another method used for dating the Proto-Afrasian language on the eve of its branching into daughter languages is glottochronology, proposed by the American linguist Morris Swadesh in the 1950s ([Sw. 1952] and [Sw. 1955]) and radically improved, updated and tested on many languages belonging to various language families by the recently deceased Russian linguist Sergei Starostin ([Star.] and his successors.

According to Swadesh’s method, the most essential, representative, commonly used and, hence, rarely borrowed lexemes are selected for each of the diagnostic 100 wordlist items, which convey some of the most fundamental notions presumed to be present in any human language (personal pronouns, numerals 1 and 2, certain body parts, natural objects, main color terms, several most current verbs and adjectives, etc.). These lexemes are to be compared by means of the lexicostatistical procedure to determine a percentage of etymologically identical units common to any pair of related languages. The principle implies a preliminary stage of compiling a diagnostic wordlist that requests a carefully measured selection of terms. In the Afrasian case, this involves (a) thorough philological analysis of written monuments both in extinct Semitic languages, such as Akkadian, Ugaritic, Biblical Hebrew, Syriac, Classical Arabic, Sabaic and Ge’ez, and in Egyptian, and (b) equally detailed analysis of lexical sources on modern living Afrasian sources, including, where possible, work with active language speakers. For the most part, this preliminary stage has already been completed.

At the same time, unlike Swadesh, who paid little attention to precision and reliability of individual etymologies, and avoided any detailed treatment of the complicated problem of borrowing, Starostin in his method requires meticulous etymological analysis, not merely aimed at accurate and well-grounded establishment of cognate terms, but also one that is supposed to disem-barrass the list of potential cognates from loanwords — which violate the “natural” algorithm of substitutions in the core lexicon. Tracing loanwords and cogently distinguishing them from inherited lexemes implies high standards of etymological procedure, as well as recurring to sociolinguistic and ethnocultural data. Sometimes, this operation also leads to identifying certain “obscure” lexical items, which we cannot normally trace back to the proto-language or to a reliable source of borrowing due to a lack of data, as potential borrowings from unknown sources.

(3) The third method is that of cross-checking linguistic and archaeological data. As applied to Afrasian linguistics, it has been elaborated by the author in his previous publications, and is based on the following main criteria of identifying “homelands”, or original habitats, of reconstructed proto-language communities characterized by a specific archaeological culture (or several cultures):
— one *sine qua non* condition of plausible identification is that dates estimated by both linguistic and archaeological methods should basically coincide;

— the other *sine qua non* condition is that the general outlines of the material culture (as well as elements of intellectual culture and social organization) and natural environment of the presumed homeland, one reconstructed on the basis of the evidence of the proto-language lexicon, the other through archaeological data, should be compatible;

— one strong argument for a particular homeland consists in revealing traces of linguistic contacts between the proto-language in question and its early daughter dialects, on one hand, and other reconstructable proto-languages or ancient languages, likely spoken in the area of the presumed homeland and/or along the migration routes of daughter dialects during the corresponding periods, on the other;

— another strong argument is being able to show that the proposed routes of the daughter dialects’ movement towards their historically attested habitats correspond to the directions of cultural expansion or artefact spreads that have been established archaeologically, and/or to the directions of population migrations that have been established genetically.

This study has been carried out within the general framework of projects in comparative Semitic and Afrasian linguistics, supported by the Russian Foundation for Sciences (Project 03-06-80435a), the Russian Foundation for the Humanities (Project 06-04-00397a), The Santa Fe Institute (The “Evolution of Human Languages” Project), and the Ariel Group (The “Tower of Babel” Project). My gratitude goes to these institutions, as well as to my colleagues and collaborators in different projects — Prof. O. Stolbova and Drs. L. Kogan and G. Starostin for consultations and discussions.

The Data

The following 26 entries is an incomplete selection of data that demonstrate, in our opinion, the most reliable or promising Proto-Afrasian terms related to cattle-breeding. A lot of common Afrasian terms referring both to domesticated and wild species in daughter languages, or attested in African Afrasian branches only, are not included on purpose in accordance with the principles and considerations presented above. Undoubtedly, more terms can be adduced and the quoted ones can be complimented and strengthened by more data. I will be grateful to my colleagues for any additions, corrections and criticisms.

1. Livestock

1.1. Small cattle

1.1.1. *mar-* ‘lamb; ram’


Cush. E.: Saho, Afar *mârû* ‘ram’.


[1] Cf. [HSED: §1729]; [SED II: §85]; [AADB].

1.1.2. *kar(Wjy)- ‘ram, goat; lamb, kid’


(?) Egyp. (NK) *kry* ‘horns’ (dual).

Berb. *kvr- ‘ram, goat’, *kVrw ‘lamb, kid’.


[1] Cf. [HSED: §1432]; [SED II: §118]; [AADB].

1.1.3. *fa(wp- ~ *piaf- ‘kid; goat; ram’


Egyp. (*Dyn.) *pwy* ‘name of a holy ram’.
Chad. C.: Hvona wufi-rā 'she-goat', Logone (Kotoko) huufu 'goat'.
Čush. E.: Dobase piśa-če 'female goat'.
\[See \{SED II: \#49\}; \{AADB\}.

1.1.4. *\'ayl-* \(= \) *\'al(l)\'V* 'ram, sheep'

Sem. *\'ayl*- 'ram': Akk. (?); Ugr.; Hbr., Aram.; EIA; Tña. (perhaps < Saho-Afar).
Berb. *\'ti-Hil\'- 'sheep': Ahaggar té-hele, Ghat či-hali, Taneslet t-ilay, etc.
Čush. N.: Beja allü, pl. illi 'long-haired sheep'; E.: Saho ille, Afar illi 'small cattle', Arbore ẓellem, Elmolo ẓellem 'ram' (both with \(-m\) suffix); S.: Ma?a iḫal 'ram', iḫalu 'sheep'.
\[Cf. \{HSED: \#67\}; \{BLA. Beja: 233–234\}; \{SED II: \#24\}; \{AADB\}.

1.1.5. *(y)a-bVla\(\w^\prime\) 'ram, goat'

Sem. *\ywāb*- (perhaps < *\ywāb*) 'ram': Phoen.; Hbr., Aram.; Arab. (?).
Egyp. (OK, MK) ḫw 'ovis tragelaphus'.
Berb. *\byt\(\w^\prime\)* 'sheep, ram': Ghadames ta-bal, Audjila ta-bel, Gurara, Tuat, Tidikelt belli (pl.).
Čush. W.: Geji mbīla 'sheep' (cf. *baHil-Vm* 'horn': Montol bulu, Bolewa bādlūm, Galambu bāli, Mahā belem); C.: Boka bōw 'goat', Matakam bōlāw 'race de mouton sp.' (cf. Chibak ta-mlal 'horn'); E.: Lele bōlōbōło 'he-goat', Kabalai bāl, Migama bōlīyo, Sokoro bāl 'goat'.
Čush. E.: Oromo bulāl 'lam', Hadiya ambula 'ram', Kambatta ambula 'goat, ram'.
(?) Omot. N.: Dime bal-tu, Galīla baali 'horn'.
\[Cf. \{HSED: \#2570\}; \{SED II: \#245\}; \{AADB\}.

1.1.6. *\(\w^\prime\)a\(\w^\prime\)*Vw* 'small cattle; meat'

Sem. *\(\w^\prime\)a\(\w^\prime\)\(-\)*- 'ewe': Ugr.; Aram.; Arab.; MSA.
(?) Berb.: Canarian (all islands) chivato, chiva 'kid' (rather < Spanish chibo).
Čush. W.: Kariya čiči 'goat', Gara čāča 'she-goat' (redup.), E.: Kwang čiwi 'he-goat'.
Čush. E.: Somalī so?, Oromo foomi, Baiso so, Konso sowa, etc. 'meat' (Oromo f- points to *č).
Omot. N. *\(\w^\prime\)a\(\w^\prime\)*Vw- 'meat, flesh': Kojrā qečče, Wolayta qešuwa, Ganjule qečo, Chara ččča, Gimirra čč, Yamma aša, Dizi čč-ku.
\[See \{SED II: \#236\}; \{AADB\}.

1.1.7. *(\(\w^\prime\)a)*\(\w^\prime\)*Vn* 'sheep, goat'

Sem.: Gur.: Cha. onā, Ezha onnā 'young male goat or sheep' (though isolated in Sem., no tenable source of borrowing observed).
Berb.-Can.: Tenerife ana, haña, jana 'sheep'.
(?) Egyp. (NK) wny 'calf (as a representation of Osiris)'.
Čush. W.: Siri yāmī 'she-goat' (cf. also *\(\w^\prime\)V\w\(-\)*- 'horn': Geji nowo, Boghom nyaw, Tule nyewo, etc.); E.: Migama līnā, Jegu té-én (pl. līn), Birgit īwīn trabajar 'she-goat'.
Čush. N.: Beja ano ~ nāa? 'sheep'; E.: Afar anas-to 'lamb (female)' ( -f inAuslaut is unexpected as it is not confirmed by Som.), Somali wan, pl. wanān 'ram', Rendille onō 'sheep'.
Omot. S.: Dime iin (?), Ongota hoona 'sheep'.
\[Cf. \{BLA. Beja: 234–235\}.

1.2. Large cattle

1.2.1. *\(\w^\prime\)awī*- 'large cattle'

Sem. *\(\w^\prime\)awī*- (m.), *\(\w^\prime\)awā*- (f.) 'head of large cattle': Akk. liitu (litū); Ebl. li-a-nūm 'cow'; Arab. lāʔa 'wild bull, buffalo'; Mhr. lihāyen 'cows', Jib. liʔā, Soq. ẓelheh 'cow'.
Egyp. (Pyrr.) ḫw- 'bull' (if < *\(\w^\prime\)lwv?*).
(?) Berb.: Tuareg šlu 'bull' (quoted in \[EDE I: 86\] as 'Tamasheq', dialect name and source not specified).
Čush. W.: Dera lādā 'cow', Pero ḫuw 'animal, meat' (cf. also *laʔu 'meat'); C.: Gude la 'cow'.
Čush. C. *\lut\w\(-\)* 'cow' (Bilin lwīf, etc.); E.: Saho, Afar lā 'cow, cattle', LEC *loʔ(ʔo)?*- 'cows' (Somali lo, Konso low-aa, etc.), HEC *laʔ*- 'cows, cattle' (Sidamo lalo, etc.), Dullay *loʔ?, pl. *leʔ*- 'cows' (Tsamay lōʔō, pl. lēʔē, etc.), S.: Qwadza leʔa-mu-ko 'bull'.
\[Cf. \{HSED: \#1632\}; \{SED II: \#142\}; \{AADB\}. Cf. Austric *\(\w^\prime\)w* 'ox, cattle' ([GlDB]). Cf. metathetic *\(\w^\prime\)w\(\w^\prime\)*- 'calf, bull': Čush. E.: Somali weeyl, Hadiya woʔl-a 'calves'; Berb.: Izyan jwala 'troupeau de boeufs, sangliers' [LOUB.: 583]. Cf. \[EDE I: 86\]; \{HSED: \#2595\].
1.2.2. *(ʕʔi-)gʷal- 'calf; bull, cow'

*Siql. - 'calf': Ebl. (?); Ugr.; Phoen., Hbr., Aram.; Arab.; Gez. (*ʕʔagʷal, Tgr. ʔagal )

Egypt. - (nym, ny) cow depicted (very likely < *ʕʔagvl-).

Chad. W.: Sayanchi gāl, Geji gal 'cow'; C.: Bura gvel 'bull'.

Cush. S.: Dahalo ngolome 'male buffal/o' (< *N-V-gʷvl-Vm-?).

Omot. N.: Wolayta gallua, Zayse galọ 'calf'.


Cf. [HSED: n 1100]; [SED II: n 28]; [AADB].

1.2.3. *bVr- (younger) bull

*Sem.: Akk. ārā 'young bull', ārī 'bull (for breeding); young cattle (up to three years)'; Mand. bīrā 'domestic cattle'; Arab. (Yem. dial.) bārā 'cow'; Tgr. bāra 'ox', Amh. bārā 'ox', bull', Gur. *bawr- 'ox (for farming). Cf. *bVrVr- 'household animal: beast of burden' ([SED II: n 825]), perhaps derived with a secondary -s-.

(?) Egypt. bwy 'arena, battlefield for bull-fight' (presumably < *NSV- 'bull', cf. [EDE II: 53–54]).

Chad. W. Gera bāra 'buffalo'; E.: Mokilko būrū 'bull'.

Cush. N.: Beja beṛdry 'bull, cow' (< Eth.7); C. *bir- 'ox, bull' (Bilin bīrā, &c. < Eth.7); E.: Afer abur 'bull, ox', HEC *bōr- 'young bull' (Sidamo boor-to, &c. < Eth.).

Omot. N. *bariy- 'bull': Wolayta bóora 'ox', Gamo bóora 'bull', Zala bōrā 'ox' (acc. to Blench OLT 68, all three < Gur.), Chara bīrā (acc. to Blench ibid., < Agaw), Kafa bariyō 'calf', Mocha baryio 'steer', Bworo bāra, Sheko bariyo 'bull'.


1.2.4. *ʔarVw- 'calf; bull'

*Sem.: *ʔarVw-an- ~ *awr- 'calf, bull': Syr. ṣarwan- 'calf'; Arab. ʔarwan- 'male oryx (štatu ʔarwān 'bull'); Amh. awra 'male (animal), dominant or alpha male; bull'; Gur. *ʔaraw- 'cows'.

Egypt. (MK) ir-t 'calf', (Dem.) irt- 'milking cow'.

Berb. *-HirVy 'calf': Ayr ehari, Shīl ḫire, &c.

Chad. W.: Dera wōrē, ara 'meat', Sha ʔarwā 'ox'.

Cush. N.: Beja ʔore 'bull, steer', ōw 'cow'; E.: Saho, Afer awr 'bull', LEC: Somali awr 'he-camel', Rendille or 'he-camel, bull', Oromo oor-oo 'burden camel', Arbore ʔar, Dasenech ar 'bull', &c., HEC: Burji arrāy, arrāy 'bull', ʔre 'calf'; Yaaku rech- 'calf'.

(?) Omot. N.: Malo ḫārī 'cattle', Oyda (h)arr 'cow'.

[ Cf. [BLA. Beja: 236, 269]; [SED II: n 16]; [AADB].

1.2.5. *maray- 'calf, (young) bull, steer'

*Sem.: Akk. mūrū 'young bull', mūrū 'cow' (Hbr. marīʔ(? ) 'fatted steer' is not necessarily related being probably derived from the verbal root mr- 'to be fat').

Egypt. (MK) mr(y) 'fighting bull'.

Chad. C.: Matakal maray 'bull (for sacrifice)', Mofū-Gudur maray 'bull fattened in a stable'.


Omot. N.: Wolayta mårā, Dorze mar, Male marro 'calf', Yāmma omoru 'bull'; S.: Ongota marte 'calf (she)'.


1.3. Common or mixed terms for small and large cattle

1.3.1. *(ʔa-)Vr- 'small and large cattle'

*Sem.: *parr- (1) 'lamb' (Akk. parru; Syr. parr-, Mnd. par-, Arab. farār-, farār-), (2) 'cattle' (Ugr. pr; Hbr. par 'bull, steer, pārā 'cow', Aram. (Sam.) pr 'bull', prh 'cow'; Tgr. farrat 'pasturing herd,'
mäfrär 'herd (of cows)', Amh. afwarä 'to become a yearling ox'; (?) MSA: Mhr. fôr (pl. fôhrîn) 'young bull', Jib. fôshir 'young bull, male calf', Soq. fôshe 'young bull' (with a secondary -s-).

Chad. C. *farây- 'buffalo; cattle': Mbara fôrây 'cattle; dot (bride wealth)'; there are also Bura fir, Kilba fur, Margî fur 'buffalo', but they are considered < *fân-, about which I have some doubts.

Čush. E.: Yaaku apur 'sheep'; S.: Asa réferêt, rôforok, Qwadâza afultatu 'he-goat'.

[Í] Cf. [HSED: §1950]; [SEII: §181]; [AADB].

1.3.2. *cawôr- 'meat of) small or large cattle'

Sem. *caw- 'head of small cattle': Akk.; Urg.; Phoen, Hbr.; Arab.; ESA (Sab.).

Egypt. * (MK) šw 'pig' (cf. also šw 'ass').

Chad. W. *caw- 'cow': Sîri zdât-tî, Jimî, Polchi šâa, Dwot, Bulî, Zul, Ngizîm šâa (cf. also *caw- 'meat').

Čush. S. *caw- 'cow': Iraqw, Alagwa, Burunże šee, Asa še-ok, Qwadâza šae-ko.

Omot. N. *caw- 'goat': Bworo eyššâ, Mao (Hozo) šaa, (Ganza) saʔa, Dizi es-ku.

[Í] Cf. [HSED: §517]; [SEII: §217]; [AADB].

1.3.3. *pîfâ- 'young (of) hoofed domestic animals'

Sem. *pîfâ 'foal, small of domestic animals': Arab. fîl-, fâluww-, fûluww- 'a yearling foal or ass already weaned'; Tgr. fôlit 'calf', fôhu 'calf weaned'; Soq. fôlihi 'a yearling calf' (in Tgr. and Soq.borrowing from Arabic is possible).

(?) Chad. W.: Guruntum fûlül 'cow' (isolated term).

Čush. N.: Beja filây 'she-camel just foaled' (borrowing from Arabic or Tigre not to be ruled out); C. *fîzâ- 'goat' (Aungi OLT
dâbelâ 'billy goat, bull, male of any animal', Tgr. dâbelâ 'ram', Tña. dîbîlî, Amh. dabela, dâbîl 'billy goat' ([LGz.: 120–121]; in view of a tenable Arab. parallel, less likely < Čush. as LESLÂU asserts, while E. Čush.: Saho, Afar dabeëla 'billy goat' are rather borrowed from Eth.).

Čush. N.: Beja debala 'yearling cow'; E.: Bâiso dabaalo 'heifer' (cf. in [BLA. Beja: 243]).

[Í] Cf. [BLA. Beja: 269]; [AADB].

2. Pasturing, foraging and tending livestock

2.1. *g(r)Vê- 'to tend, drive livestock' ~ gišâč- 'pasture'

Sem. *g(r)Vê- 'to tend livestock': (?) Arab. ḵâ 'produce vegetation (soil); emigrate (tribe)'; ḵâšša 'be covered with dense grass (soil)' (to be interpreted as 'to migrate with the animals to grassy pastures'); Gez. gâšša 'to tend cattle' ([LGz.: 205]; < Tña.?), Tña. gâšša, id., (?) Endegëñ, Gyeto gīšaša 'field, plain, meadow, open space' (according to [LGur.: 299], < Hadiya); Soq. geš 'to pasture, drive cattle', géšš 'pasture'.

Čush. C.: Kêmant gošâš 'pasture'; E.: Hadiya gišaša, Burji gîšiš 'to graze'. Cf. E.: Somali goši 'to ply between two places'.

Omot. N.: Kafa gaš- 'drive one’s cows to pasture'.

[Í] [AADB].

2.2. *rVôrVôr- 'to pasture, tend livestock; chase; accompany, follow'

Sem. *rVôrVôr- 'to pasture, herd (trans.); be herdsman, friend, companion': Akk. rešâ 'to pasture, guard livestock, herd, graze (trans.)', rûša 'friend, companion'; Urg. rû 'herdsman', rû 'friend, companion'; Hbr. rôš 'to pasture, guard livestock, herd, graze; join, associate with', rôša 'herdsman', rôš 'friend, companion'; Syr. rûšā 'to pasture, herd'; ESA (Sab.) rû; Arab. rûy id.; Arab. rû 'birdsman'; Gez. rûsya 'herdsman', rašâwa 'to yoke, join', Tigaq rûša 'to pasture, herd', rûwâ 'have intercourse'; Mhr. rô 'to pasture, herd', rûš 'herder', Jib. raše 'to pasture, herd', rûši 'friend, companion', Soq. reše 'to pasture, herd'.

(?) Egypt. (OK) yû 'verb connected with handling calves ([EG I: 27]; [EDE III: 50]; related if < *yrû).
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2.3. *(na-)kid- 'shepherd of small cattle'

Sem.: Akk. nākidu 'herdsman'; Ugr. nkd 'shepherd'; Hbr. nōkēd 'shepherd, sheep-breeder', pB. 'lamb'; Arab. nakīdā- 'shepherd' ([HALOT]; not in [BK]), nakād- 'kind of ram' (BK 2 132; cf. nakād- 'silver, money' ibid.).

Berb.: Ayr, Tawllemmet yadayd 'herd of goats'.

Omot. N.: Moča qiddo 'shepherd', Kafa qidā 'guardian'.

[AADB]. A promising root, though not quite reliable because of scarce data.

2.4. *cVḥ- 'pasture, to pasture'

Sem.: Akk. saḥhu (sāhu) 'meadow, waterlogged land' (-ḥ- < -h- is possible—cf. Kog.; Arab. shḥ to be very fat (of rams)); Tña. sāwhi 'meadow, ever-green pasture'.

(?) Egypt. (OK) šiḥ-t 'herd of donkeys'.

Chad. W.: Wrj. 以习近平, Siri cagu, Sha 侧 to herd, graze', (?) Dera حمام 'herd of goats'.

Cush. C.: Kemant sēḥa 'pasture'.

IPA [HSED: #8385]; [AADB]. Not quite reliable because of phonetic problems and semantic diversity.

2.5. *kʷal- 'forage, fodder; pasture; mowing, collecting, grazing'

Sem. *kʷalā? - 'forage', *kʷalVw- 'to mow': Akk. ukullū 'cattle fodder, forage'; Arab. kl? 'abound in forage (area)', kalat- 'forage (dry or fresh)'; Gez. k̤alawa 'to reap, mow' ([LGz.: 284]), makala, makkola (acc. to Leslau, for makkaala; secondary derivation with m- prefixed) 'to cut with a sickle, mow' ([Isn.: 339]). Tgr. māklay 'halm of durra, halm of corn', Tña. mākkālā 'to mow, cut', Amh. kolkal 'pasture'; cf. Jib. kēlēt 'bush with edible twigs'.

Berb. *kVlkVl- 'pick up, collect': Ahaggar kelukelu, Ayr kolunkilet (with a secondary -n-).

Chad. W.: Hausa kḱlā 'gleaning'; E.: Lele kēl 'pick up, collect'.


[AADB]. To separate from *kal(aʔ)- 'earth, land' (see [Mil.: #823]).

2.6. *Vry- 'cattle-shed'

Sem. *VrVrVrV- 'stall': Akk. urū 'stall'; Hbr. ṣurū (HALOT: “from Akk.-Sum. urū > Aram > Arab.”) 'stall'; Jud.  onViewCreated, Syr. uesto, Arb. uesto-, uesto- id.


[AADB]. Not A promising root, though not quite reliable because of scarce data.

Products of stock-raising

*sim-an- 'fat milk; to milk, suck; butter, oil, fat'

Sem. šāmnV- 'fat, oil, butter': Akk. şāmnu 'oil, fat'; Ugr. šmn; Hbr. šāmān 'oil, fat', Syr. šāmn, Mnd.šamin 'fat', Mašlula šomna 'butter'; Arab. šāmn- 'fat; melted) butter'; Jib. šēn 'fat'.

Egypt. (Med.) smy 'fat milk, cream'.

Berb.-Can.: Ahaggar ışim 'melted fat', Ghat ışim 'animal fat', Qabyle ṭa-śəm-ʔ id., summ 'to suck'; Can. (Ferro) achment 'milk'.

Chad. W.: Somrai ši-šm, Sokoro ʔi-simə 'to suck (sugar)'.


[AADB]. Not A promising root, though not quite reliable because of scarce data.

Cf. [HSED: #2247]; [SED I: #248]; [AADB]; [Bla. Review: 505].
Livestock as a socio-economic category

*gil*- 'domestic animals as possessions, property'

Sem.: Arb. jwz ‘go, march, drive beasts of burden and riding animals, take them to watering place’, IV ‘give so a certain sum of money’; Gez. gəz, gəzzə, gizən ‘treasury, wealth, money’ (acc. to LGz.: 210): ‘< Greek γαζα, also occurs in Aram.-Syr. gazzā going back to Median gonzā’, which is questionable in view of Semitic and Afrasian parallels), Gafat gəzzə ‘cattle, money’, gəzzā ‘to master’, Wol., Zw. gozat, Sel. gəzət ‘cows, domestic animals, cattle’, Muh., Gog., Sod. gəzz ‘cows, domestic animals, cattle’, Sod. gozzoday ‘shepherd’ (Acc. to Leslau: ‘probably passed into Cushitic... The root could also be common to Semitic-Ethiopic and Cushitic’; the latter suggestion is more likely than the former as the meaning ‘cattle’ is not attested in Amharic, a plausible source of borrowing into HEC and N. Omot., which can hardly borrow terms meaning ‘cattle’ and ‘money’ from Gafat or Gurage dialects).

Berb.: Zenaga a-guzzīth ‘herd of sheep’.


Livestock as a source of milk or meat, or as a capital; tend livestock:

Sem.: Arab. mwl ‘be rich, esp. in livestock’, māl ‘herd of camels; richness’; ESA (Sab.) mly ‘to get, win, obtain as booty’, ml ‘loot, booty, prize of war’; Tgr. mal ‘money, fortune, property’, Tḥa. mal ‘herd (of livestock); goods, property, wealth’; Mhr. māl ‘livestock, capital’, mlēt ‘she-camel’, Jib. mol ‘livestock, capital’, Soq. māl ‘richness’. The N. Eth. and MSA forms meaning ‘livestock, capital’ are most probably Arabisms while Mhr. mlēt ‘she-camel’ is not necessarily so. Cf. also Hrs. melēt ‘bride-price’ and Muh. muli (however, Chaha, Ezā, Endegeñ, Gyeto muri) ‘boy to whom a girl is given by her parents without being asked for by his parents’.

(?) Egypt. (ME) mmmnt- ‘herd’ (if < *mvlmvl-); mny (MK or NK) ‘herdsman’ (if < *mvlγy; cf., however, Coptic Fayumic mani id., with -n instead of the expected -l). Cf. mny ‘marry; endow with’ (in Faul.: 104 combined with ‘to moor’, ‘attach’, ‘save’ and ‘die’, semantic connections not quite clear).

Berb. *-mal- ‘camel, stallion, not castrated animal’; Ghadames amāli ‘stallion camel’, Ghat a-mali ‘stallion’, Ahaggar âmâli, Ayt âmaly, E. Tawlemmet omelay (cf. Ahaggar omhâl ‘to push ahead, drive (animals, livestock)’, Ayt omhfl ‘to advance, push ahead’ < *mVlVl?).

Chad. W.: Jimi màalo, Geji màal ‘goat’ (acc. to [EDE III: 42], < *mar-, see 1.1.1); C.: Masa mûl ‘to assemble (a herd of animals)’; (?) E.: Mokillo màålə ‘welth, dowry, property’ (màålədô, mòldô ‘my property, my herd’), W. Dangla màlə, E. Dangla màlë ‘herds, animals, cattle; riches’ (would be undoubtedly labelled Arabisms if not for W. and C. Chad. forms that are evidently not, which leaves room for some doubts).

Cush. E.: Kemant, Qwara māl, Kailiña māl-d ‘to look after (cattle), tend flocks’ (Bilin mal ‘herd, livestock, richness’ is, acc. to [Appl.: 83], from Tgr. or Tḥa.); E.: LEC: Somali màål ‘livestock that provide milk’ (mālə, Rendille mîal ‘to milk’), (?) Oromo mîl- ‘to guard’; HEC: Burji mâalted- ‘to herd’, mâalted-e ‘lending out of cattle’ (cf. also Sidamo, Darasa, Qabenna mâa-la, Burjî mâa-la ‘meat’); (?) Dullay: Gollango mîla ‘fresh, cool milk’.


*šVîfVî- ‘churned milk, curds’

Sem.: Hbr. šapōt ‘cheese or curds (made of cow’s milk)’. Cush. N.: Beja šef ‘drink milk’; E.: HEC *šaff- ‘to churn’ (Kambatta šaffo, &c.).
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Резюме

Статья — очередной шаг в направлении отождествления автором картины жизни носителей праафразийского (ПАА), или прасемито-хамитского, языка, реконструируемой по общеафразийской лексике, с ранненеолитической постнатафийской археологической культурой Восточного Средиземноморья. ПАА язык накануне распада датируется автором по глоттохронологическому методу С. А. Старостин 10 тыс. до н. э. — тем же временем, что и постнатаф (предполагаемая родина земледелия и скотоводства на планете) по радио-карбонным датировкам. Статья посвящена доказательствам наличия в ПАА языке скотоводческой лексики. Приводятся 26 реконструированных названий мелкого и крупного рогатого скота и хозяйственных терминов. Лексическим данным предшествует краткое описание ситуации в современном сравнительно-историческом афразийском языкознании и изложение авторских принципов и приемов этимологического анализа и реконструкции праязыковой лексики, а также разработанных им методов сопоставления лингвистических и археологических данных для установления прародины языковых семей.